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24

25 Abstract

26 The present research has analysed the complementarity of different measuring methodologies when 

27 characterizing the phase changing behaviour of a granular PCM composite (GPCC) through a 

28 comparison of their results. Specifically, the enthalpy variation of the GR31 product manufactured 

29 by Rubitherm has been measured by using: 1) An energy balance calculation of an air stream flowing 

30 through a GPCC packed bed; 2) Differential Scanning Calorimetry; 3) the T-history method. The 

31 main purpose of this study was to evaluate the suitability of these methods for the enthalpy-

32 temperature curve determination of GPCC. The energy balance setup gave an accurate measurement 

33 of the enthalpy variation within a sufficiently high temperature interval.  Obtaining a representative 

34 sample was not a problem using this method, in contrast to the DSC which requires a greater number 

35 of tests to obtain an average value representative of the packed bed. However, the energy balance 

36 method does not enable the direct determination of the enthalpy-temperature curve. The T-history 

37 methodology allows the enthalpy to be determined based on temperature while the representativeness 

38 problem of the DSC is avoided due to the higher sample volume. Nevertheless, the sample must be 

39 altered, crushed and subsequently compacted to reduce the effects of the thermal resistances provoked 

40 by the void spaces being filled by air. This comparison has shown that there is no single valid 

41 methodology for characterizing the phase changing behaviour of PCM granules.

42 Keywords

43 Thermal Energy Storage; PCM granules; Packed bed; DSC; T-history

44 Nomenclature

45 A Surface [m2]

46 ab Compactness of the packed bed [m-1]



47 Bi Biot number Bi=h·r/(2·λ) [-]

48 c Specific heat capacity [kJ/(kg·K)]

49 C Constant

50 D Diameter [m]

51 E Energy [kJ]

52 e Thickness [m]

53 f Liquid mass fraction [-]

54 h Heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2·K)],  Specific enthalpy [kJ/kg]

55 H Enthalpy [kJ]

56 L Thermal losses [kJ]

57 Lb Length of the packed bed [m]

58 Mass flow [kg/s]𝑚

59 m Mass [kg]

60 Nu Nusselt number [-]

61 Ra Rayleigh number [-]

62 T Temperature [°C]

63 Tm Phase change temperature [°C]

64 t Time [s]

65 Air volumetric flow rate [l/min]𝑉



66 x Position [m]

67 Abbreviations

68 EB Relative to the energy balance setup

69 DSC Differential Scanning Calorimeter

70 GPCC Granular PCM composites

71 PCM Phase Change Materials

72 Subscripts

73 ∞ Ambient conditions, final stationary situation

74 a Air

75 b Packed bed

76 c Relative to convection

77 c,b Convection in the packed bed

78 eq Equivalent

79 ext External

80 i Inlet

81 int Internal

82 l Liquid

83 o Outlet

84 p Relative to a particle of the packed bed



85 r-c Combined radiation and convection

86 s Solid

87 sur Surface

88 t Tube

89 Greek symbols

90 δ Deviation

91 Δ Increase

92 ε Emissivity [-]

93 μ Mean value

94 ρ Density [kg/m3]

95 σ Standard deviation

96 1. Introduction

97 Granular PCM composites (GPCC) are of considerable interest for thermal energy storage systems 

98 due to the possibility of direct contact between the heat transfer fluid and the GPCC, which can also 

99 lead to better heat transfer rates while taking advantage of small particle diameters. These composites 

100 provide a flexible solution that can be used in several applications. On the one hand, they can be 

101 integrated with air heat exchangers. Several configurations have been experimentally analyzed. 

102 Packed bed air heat exchangers have been studied by Nagano et al. [1] and Rady [2,3] whereas  

103 various  fluidized bed configurations have been exhaustively tested by Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. [4] 

104 and Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. [5].  For building applications, Nagano et al. [6] proposed and tested 

105 at small scale a floor supply air conditioning system where a packed bed was installed in order to 



106 shift cooling energy consumption to the night period. On the other hand, PCM granules can be 

107 integrated into building composite materials. Hawes [7] proposed this technique for incorporating 

108 PCM into concrete. Since then, a substantial number of works has been published on the preparation 

109 and analysis of light weight concretes [8-10] and mortars [11-13] with PCM contained in porous 

110 particles.

111 Characterization of the phase changing behaviour of granular materials is an important issue for the 

112 design and optimization of latent thermal energy storage systems. However, PCM embedded into 

113 granular porous solids may present difficulties when measuring enthalpy-temperature curves. 

114 Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) is a popular method of determining phase change enthalpy 

115 and phase change temperature. In general, the representativeness of the sample has to be ensured, but 

116 this can be compromised in DSC measurements as the sample frequently has a similar magnitude as 

117 the GPCC granules. Since the PCM absorption is expected to be unequal between different granules, 

118 a specific analysis of the heterogeneity of the composite material should be made before presenting a 

119 result.

120 The DSC technique has been widely used for the characterization of GPCC. For instance, it was used 

121 in the works of Kheramad et al. [14] and Sharifi and Sakulich [15], dealing with the preparation of 

122 GPCC for incorporating PCM into lightweight aggregates that can be integrated into construction 

123 materials, in order to determine the thermal energy storage capacity. Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. [16] 

124 evaluated the stability through melting and solidifying cycles of the storage capacity of these particles 

125 for their application in a fluidized bed heat exchanger. Rady [17] and Kheradmand et al. [14] showed 

126 the significant influence of the temperature variation rate used in their experiments on the phase 

127 change temperature interval determination, while its effect on the associated enthalpy variation was 

128 of secondary importance. Taking this fact into account, Rady [17] and Rady and Arquis [18] proposed 

129 a method, based on the adjustment of a thermal model representing the DSC device, in order to correct 

130 the error associated with a non-thermal equilibrium temperature variation rate. However, a wide range 



131 of heating and cooling rates (0.5-10K/min) has been used in the evaluation of the storage capacity of 

132 GPCC. Although the suitability of this relevant testing parameter depends on additional aspects such 

133 as the thermal conductivity of the porous matrix or the sample preparation, the effect of this heating 

134 and cooling rate is not frequently evaluated when the experimental data obtained from this technique 

135 are presented.

136 Rady [17] recognized that special attention has to be paid to the sample preparation when measuring 

137 GPCC in order to ensure the representativeness of DSC samples. However, little detailed information 

138 is usually provided about this feature. Some exceptions include Zhang et al. [19], Zhang et al. [20], 

139 Li et al. [21] and Li et al. [22] who specified that crushed samples were used. Additionally, Zhang et 

140 al. [19] and Zhang et al. [20] investigated the influence of this modification of the composite structure 

141 on the phase transition temperature. Concerning the number of samples, Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. 

142 [16] used five sets of two samples in order to analyse the storage capacity stability through melting 

143 and solidifying cycles.

144 In contrast to DSC, by using the T-history method [23], the sample representativeness problem is 

145 solved. The sample volume is at least one order of magnitude higher than the particle size. However, 

146 it is difficult to verify if the theoretical limit imposed on the Biot number of the PCM is satisfied, 

147 since the resulting thermal conductivity of the sample contained in the sample is not frequently 

148 known. Additionally, as has been numerically analyzed in Mazo et al. [24], measuring solids with the 

149 highest Biot number values permitted by this methodology (Bi=0.1) can lead to significant deviations 

150 in the enthalpy-temperature curve.

151 Compared to DSC, fewer works dealing with PCM granules and the T-history methodology have 

152 been found in literature. Rady et al. [25] and Rady and Arquis [18] performed cooling T-history tests 

153 on GR27 and GR42 samples (Rubitherm [26]). They proposed a modification to the original method 

154 [30] in order to identify the beginning and end of the solidifying process. Additionally, they applied 



155 the method proposed by Marín et al. [27] in order to integrate empirical data into the enthalpy-

156 temperature curve.

157 On the other hand, with an air heat balance installation, whose methodology is based on the same 

158 physical principle as that of the energy balance experimental installations developed by Zalba et al. 

159 [28] or Günther et al. [29], the enthalpy variation of PCM granules in a packed bed can be quantified. 

160 Although this proposed methodology cannot evaluate the enthalpy-temperature curve, it can provide 

161 a direct and accurate measurement of the thermal energy variation of a GPCC packed bed between 

162 the final and initial temperatures of the experimental test.

163 Finally, it has to be taken into account that the changes in the PCM supporting structure associated to 

164 sample preparation (e.g. when crushed samples are used) can modify the phase change behaviour of 

165 the composite material. In fact, the interaction between the PCM and the supporting porous structure 

166 can lead to certain changes in phase change temperature and enthalpy [30]. Concerning its influence 

167 on melting and solidifying temperature, Zhang et al. [20] identified two main effects. On the one 

168 hand, the confinement inside a porous structure induces pressure variations in the PCM which are 

169 associated with the volume expansion during the phase change process that modifies the melting 

170 temperature. This effect can be evaluated by the Clapeyron equation. As a result of this phenomenon, 

171 the confinement (or the reduction of mean pore size) produces an increase in the melting temperature 

172 for most PCM (ρs>ρl). On the other hand, the interaction between the PCM and the inside porous 

173 surface modifies the phase change temperature. This effect can be explained with the Gibbs-Thomson 

174 equation. For attractive interaction between the pore surface and the liquid, the melting temperature 

175 increases, whereas it decreases if the interaction is weak or repulsive. Zhang et al. [20] found that 

176 capric acid showed a remarkable increase in the melting temperature when confined in pores, which 

177 was explained in terms of the confinement effect and the attractive interaction of the PCM. However, 

178 they did not observe any significant variation in phase change temperature in paraffin. The authors 

179 explained that in the latter cases, both phenomena produced an opposite effect. Furthermore, Zhang 



180 et al. [19] observed that the phase change temperature range was affected by the porous material and 

181 also by the PCM volume fraction in composites. Zhang et al. [31] also studied different porous media 

182 as the matrix for organic PCMs. They observed that there was a wider phase change temperature 

183 range when relatively pure organic PCMs were confined. In the case of phase change enthalpy, a 

184 reduction of its value –if it is compared to the bulk PCM material– can generally be expected as a 

185 result of the confinement [30]. Nevertheless, the intensity of this reduction depends both on the PCM 

186 and on the porous structure. Fu et al. [32] investigated the effect of the incorporation to a SiO2 matrix 

187 of different organic materials. They observed a slight reduction of about 5% in the phase change 

188 enthalpy of paraffin composites.

189 The present study aims to evaluate the suitability of these three measuring methodologies –DSC , T-

190 history and air energy balance– for the enthalpy-temperature curve determination of GPCC. A similar 

191 approach was used by Günther et al. [33] for the thermal characterization of pure PCM and PCM 

192 macrocapsules. In their work, the results from DSC –obtained with both the dynamic and isothermal 

193 step modes–, T-history and an air flow energy balance installation were compared. They discussed 

194 the suitability of DSC methods and found good agreement between the macrocapsule experimentation 

195 in the air balance set up and the T-history results for a PCM with a significant sub-cooling 

196 phenomenon. In the present work, the experimental results of these methods for the thermal 

197 characterization of a granular material have been analyzed and compared.

198 2. Materials

199 The product GR31, supplied by the manufacturer Rubitherm [26], has been characterized. These 

200 granules have a particle size between the range of 1-3 mm, where paraffin is absorbed, representing 

201 a mass fraction of approximately 35%, inside a porous mineral structure which contains diatom 

202 (according to patent EP1628110A1, 2006 [34]). Figure 1 shows a picture of the analysed commercial 



203 GPCC. According to manufacturer information, the composite undergoes an enthalpy variation of 

204 60kJ/kg (±7.5%) within the temperature range from 20 to 35°C [26].

205

206 Figure 1. Image of the analysed GPCC (GR31 [26]).

207 3. DSC measurements

208 3.1 Methodology adopted

209 The present work adopts the methodology for characterizing phase change materials with a DSC 

210 proposed by Lázaro et al. [35] after a set of Round Robin Tests. Firstly, heating and cooling rates 

211 were applied to the PCM, starting from fast rates (10 K/min) and slowing down by halving the 

212 previous rate. When the changes in peak temperature between two consecutive tests were lower than 

213 0.2 K, thermal equilibrium in the sample and crucible could be assumed. The highest heating rate 

214 once this condition of thermal equilibrium was achieved has been taken as the equilibrium rate. The 

215 calibration  was performed by using seven different standards (mercury, water, gallium, indium, tin, 

216 bismuth and cesium chloride) at the equilibrium heating rate, as well as the baseline measurement 

217 (empty crucible). Once these measurements were accomplished, the same or a lower sample mass 

218 was measured at the equilibrium rate to ensure thermal equilibrium. Three samples and three cycles 

219 were applied and the baseline subtracted from the results obtained.



220 As previously mentioned, the characterization of GPCC using DSC requires special care to ensure 

221 that the measured sample is representative of the bulk material used in practical solutions. Due to the 

222 heterogeneity of the sample and to the crucible volume, achieving a representative sample can be a 

223 problem. Also the morphological structure of the granules can have an influence on the heat transfer 

224 process depending on the contact resistance with the crucible. In order to analyse this 

225 representativeness problem, two different approaches have been followed with regard to the sample 

226 preparation. On the one hand, granules with a flat surface were taken as samples to be measured, 

227 placing the flat face on the crucible base to avoid an elevated thermal contact resistance. On the other 

228 hand, PCM granules were crushed and subsequently compacted in the aluminium crucible, the 

229 quantity being equivalent to that of one whole granule. Three samples of each preparation 

230 methodology were tested.

231 The equilibrium condition was reached between the heating rate of 0.125 and 0.0625 K/min for both 

232 types of sample (crushed and granule), having a sample mass of 27.93 mg for the crushed sample and 

233 28.23 mg for the individual PCM granules. As a result of these equilibrium tests, measurements have 

234 been executed at 0.125 K/min. Figure 2 shows the results for the crushed sample and figure 3 for the 

235 granule sample.

236 Additionally, complementary measurements of the specific heat capacity have been made following 

237 the procedure defined in [36], using sapphire as the reference material. Two samples of, respectively, 

238 granulated and crushed GPCC were tested at a speed of 1K/min. Finally, the methodology proposed 

239 in the Guide for the expression of the uncertainty in measurement [37] has been used to analyse the 

240 uncertainty propagation through DSC results. Rudtsch [38] and Wilthan [39] applied this procedure 

241 to the evaluation of the resulting uncertainty interval of specific heat capacity and temperature 

242 measurements, whereas Sarge et al. [40] presented an example where that range associated with phase 

243 change enthalpy was calculated. As in these previous works, repeatability of DSC signals and 

244 temperature measurements have been the principal contributions to the overall uncertainty.



245 3.2 DSC results

246 In figure 2 a different result can be observed for the first crushed sample between the first heating 

247 and the two following ones. This effect is principally associated with a deviation in the measurement 

248 of specific capacity. It has to be noted that at the thermal equilibrium speed the intensity of the signal 

249 corresponding to the sensible contribution to the overall thermal energy variation of the sample is 

250 low. A similar behaviour was observed for the other two samples tested. The second and third heating 

251 processes for all the samples have similar results. The enthalpy variation measured in the third test of 

252 each crushed sample is presented in Table 1, showing maximum differences of around 4%. This can 

253 also be observed in figure 2 (right). On the other hand, a possible leak of the paraffin soaked by the 

254 silica supporting material could been observed with the naked eye. After the bulk material was cycled, 

255 the sample turned darker due to the paraffin leak.

256

257 Figure 2. DSC results when GR31 is crushed. Left: Enthalpy-Temperature curve for sample 1 for 3 

258 consecutive heating tests. Right: Enthalpy-Temperature curve for samples 1, 2 and 3 during the third 

259 heating.

260 The same behaviour is observed in figure 3 in the case of testing with a granule of GR31 with a flat 

261 surface set on the crucible base. The second and the third heating gave rise to a different result than 

262 that of the first heating. However, in contrast to the crushed sample, it is observed that the results vary 

263 depending on the granule (figure 3 left), so the samples do not seem to be representative. Differences 



264 up to 20% were measured between the analysed samples (table 1). More samples would be necessary 

265 to reduce the dispersion of the results of this measurement of the enthalpy variation of the granulated 

266 material. In addition, due to the possible different absorption of PCM in each granule, a thermal 

267 equilibrium test should be run for each sample to be measured, instead of measuring just one sample 

268 and then applying the resulting equilibrium rate to the rest of the samples.

269 The significant reduction in the variability of the results using crushed samples can be associated with 

270 a lower effect of the heterogeneity of the composite material on DSC results. Therefore, taking into 

271 account this statistical indicator, measuring crushed GR31 samples can be recommended. However, 

272 it has to be taken into account that the crushing process can modify the confinement of PCM.

273

274 Figure 3. DSC results for GR31 granules. Left: Enthalpy-Temperature curve for sample 1 for 3 

275 consecutive heating tests. Right: Enthalpy-Temperature curve for samples 1, 2 and 3 during the 

276 third heating.

277 In figure 4, the third heating of each crushed and granule sample has been compared. It is observed 

278 that for the crushed samples, similar results in terms of phase change enthalpy and phase change 

279 temperature are obtained, as previously mentioned.  In the case of the granule samples, deviations in 

280 terms of phase change enthalpy are observed, probably due to the different mass fraction of paraffin 

281 absorbed by the silica matrix. 



282 Concerning the phase change temperature, an additional quantification has been made. The main 

283 purpose of this analysis is to compare the DSC results to those obtained from T-history method. It 

284 has to be noted that in the latter, due to relevant effect of the noise and the precision of temperature 

285 measurements, the evaluation of the specific heat capacity at a given temperature level has a 

286 significant uncertainty range [41]. Consequently, the determination of peak temperature with this 

287 method is uncertain. The proposed additional analysis is based on the evaluation of the evolution of 

288 the liquid mass fraction curve . This dimensionless function is defined by the following model 𝑓(𝑇)

289 describing the variation of enthalpy with temperature (Eq. 1). Palomo del Barrio and Dauvergne [42] 

290 used this approach in order to describe the enthalpy-temperature curve of a PCM composite material 

291 which was determined by means of an inverse method.

292      (1)
𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑇 = 𝑐𝑒𝑞(𝑇) = 𝑐𝑠 + (𝑐𝑙 ‒ 𝑐𝑠)·𝑓 + ℎ𝑚·

𝑑𝑓
𝑑𝑇

293 Where  and  are the specific heat capacity values corresponding to the solid and liquid states are 𝑐𝑠 𝑐𝑙

294 measured at 22°C and 35°C respectively. Therefore, for a given enthalpy-temperature curve, the 

295 temperature dependence of the liquid fraction ( ) can be calculated by solving the previous first 𝑓(𝑇)

296 order differential equation (Eq. 1, imposing the initial condition ) thus resulting in the 𝑓(𝑇𝑠) = 0

297 following expression (Eq. 2).

298       (2)𝑓(𝑇) =
ℎ(𝑇)
ℎ𝑚

‒
𝑐𝑠

𝑐𝑙 ‒ 𝑐𝑠
·[1 ‒ 𝑒

𝑐𝑙 ‒ 𝑐𝑠
ℎ𝑚

·(𝑇 ‒ 𝑇𝑙)] ‒
𝑐𝑙 ‒ 𝑐𝑠

ℎ𝑚
2 ·𝑒

‒
𝑐𝑙 ‒ 𝑐𝑠

ℎ𝑚
·𝑇

·∫𝑇
𝑇𝑙

𝑒

𝑐𝑙 ‒ 𝑐𝑠
ℎ𝑚

·𝜏
·ℎ(𝜏)·𝑑𝜏

299 The definite integral in equation 2 has been numerically calculated at each temperature level by means 

300 of the trapezoidal rule. Additionally, the parameter , which is the one that verifies the condition ℎ𝑚 𝑓

301 , has been calculated using an iterative scheme. Finally, an average phase change temperature (𝑇𝑙) = 1

302 ( ) is quantified from experimental results with the following equation (Eq. 3).𝑇𝑚



303           (3)𝑇𝑚 =
∫0.95

0.05𝑇·𝑑𝑓

0.9

304 The measured values of peak temperatures ( ) and average phase change temperature ( ) are 𝑇𝑝 𝑇𝑚

305 presented in table 1, whereas the temperature evolutions of equivalent heat capacity ( ) and 𝑐𝑒𝑞(𝑇) =
𝑑ℎ
𝑑𝑇

306 the liquid fraction are shown in figure 5. It is interesting to highlight the difference in the melting 

307 temperature (approximately 0.5K, see table 1) between the crushed and the granule sample. In 

308 principle, this could be explained by a lack of thermal equilibrium, since this thermal equilibrium test 

309 was done with one only sample and the resulting heating rate directly applied to the other three 

310 samples which could be different. However, this would lead to a shift toward higher temperatures 

311 instead of lower temperatures. The crushed sample preparation could have led to this variation in the 

312 phase change temperature. Conversely, due to the high dispersion of the results of the granule 

313 samples, the effect of the modification of the porous structure on the phase change enthalpy cannot 

314 be analysed. A specific study should be carried out in order to evaluate these effects in the analysed 

315 composite material, which is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, when measuring the 

316 enthalpy-temperature curve of these composites, it is recommendable to verify that the sample 

317 preparation does not significantly modify the phase change process.

318



319 Figure 4. Comparison of the DSC curves for the third heating for all the samples, in crushed form 

320 and in granule form.

321

322 Figure 5. Analysis of the measured phase change temperature interval. Left: temperature 

323 dependence of equivalent specific heat capacity. Right: temperature dependence of the liquid 

324 fraction dimensionless parameter (f, Eq. 1).

Crushed sample Granule sample

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 μ (σ) Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 μ (σ)

Mass (mg) 12.12 20.69 21.53 - 15.6 23.41 21.91 -

 [°C]𝑇𝑝 29.6±0.3 29.7±0.3 29.6±0.3 29.6±0.3 
(0.06) 29.3±0.3 29.3±0.3 29.1±0.3 29.3±0.3 

(0.13)

 [°C]𝑇𝑚 29.9±0.3 29.9±0.3 29.9±0.3 29.9±0.3 
(0.06) 29.5±0.3 29.4±0.3 29.2±0.3 29.4±0.3 

(0.13)

Enthalpy variation

(25-35°C) [kJ/kg]
52.4±3.1 53.9±3.2 54.4±3.3 54±2 

(1.0) 64.3±3.9 69.5±4.2 55.9±3.4 63.6±17.9 
(6.9)

Sample 1’ Sample 2’ μ (σ) Sample 1’ Sample 2’ μ (σ)

Specific heat

(20-22°C) [kJ/(kg·K)]
1.59±0.08 1.58±0.08 1.60±0.05 

(0.01) 1.86±0.09 1.71±0.09 1.8±0.3 
(0.11)

Specific heat (35-40°C) 
[kJ/(kg·K)] 1.37±0.10 1.38±0.10 1.37±0.07 

(0.01) 1.55±0.11 1.42±0.10 1.5±0.2 
(0.09)

325 Table 1. Mass, melting temperature and enthalpy variation (25-35°C) according to the DSC.

326 4. T-history measurements



327 The material analyzed in the present study, GR31, has been measured in a T-history installation, 

328 whose technical details are described in the Ph.D. dissertation by Lazaro [43]. The method proposed 

329 by Marín et al. [27] has been used in order to obtain the enthalpy-temperature curve. Due to the 

330 limitations of the chamber for high temperatures, only the results of cooling tests are presented in this 

331 work.

332 Samples were prepared by crushing the GR31 granules in a lab mortar. The material was subsequently 

333 compacted in the sample holder of the T-history set-up. Special attention must be paid in this 

334 compacting process to reduce the effects related to thermal resistances resulting from the intergranular 

335 space filled by air, to avoid radial thermal gradients inside the sample. These thermal gradients could 

336 lead to significant deviations in the enthalpy-temperature curve determination by the T-history 

337 methodology [44, 45]. Furthermore, when testing solid PCM, this effect is expected to be more 

338 significant due to the fact that heat transfer takes place only by conduction.

339 According to the results of Mazo et al. [24],  who theoretically analyzed the conduction transfer 

340 process inside T-history samples, when the temperature is measured in the centreline, phase change 

341 enthalpy can be overestimated in 10% if the tests are carried out at limit Biot numbers (Bi ≈0.1). On 

342 the other hand, when the temperature is measured at the surface of the sample holder, the deviation 

343 in phase change enthalpy is negligible and is not expected to depend on the thermal properties of the 

344 PCM sample. Therefore, in these experiments this last configuration was selected for temperature 

345 measurements. 

346 Type T thermocouples were used for measuring the temperature at the sample surfaces. The 

347 uncertainty of the temperature measurement (±0.5°C) has been considered in the presentation of the 

348 results. For this purpose, the methodology proposed by Mazo [41] for evaluating the uncertainty 

349 propagation across the enthalpy-temperature curve integration process [27] has been used. In figure 

350 6 the temperature evolution during the third experiment is shown whereas the results of three T-

351 history tests are gathered in table 2. The enthalpy-temperature curve obtained is presented in section 



352 6, where the outcomes of the different measuring methods are compared (fig. 10). The results show 

353 a reasonable repeatability which is lower than the calculated measurement uncertainty range.

354

355 Figure 6. Registered time evolutions during T-history test 3 (heat capacity of T-history components: 

356 154J/K, 51J/K).𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑓·𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐶𝑡 = 𝑚𝑡·𝑐𝑡 =

Test mPCM [g] cp,s [J/(kg·K)] cp,l [J/(kg·K)] Δh [kJ/(kg·K)] 
(25-35°C) Tm [°C]

T1 34.81 1.3 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.4 52 ± 3 29 ± 0.5

T2 34.81 1.4 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.4 51 ± 3 29 ± 0.5

T3 34.81 1.3 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.4 53 ± 3 29 ± 0.5

Repeatability (σ) - 0.03 0.06 1.00 0.10

357 Table 2. Summary of the results of T-history cooling tests.

358 5. Air energy balance installation

359 The experimental installation previously developed by Dolado et al. [46] has been used for these 

360 measurements as it allows the measurement of the enthalpy variation of a packed bed of granular 

361 PCM. In figure 7 a sketch of the experimental set up is provided. The air flow temperature is measured 

362 at the air inlet and outlet sections. Additionally, the surface temperature of the glass container is 

363 measured at three points. Type T thermocouples are used for these measurements. The air volumetric 



364 flow is measured by a thermal mass flow controller (Bronkhorst, EL-FLOW [47]). The uncertainty 

365 associated with each measurement is presented in table 3 and discussed in section 5.1. The GPCC 

366 packed bed is contained inside a glass tube (Dint=22 mm, Dout=26 mm, e=2 mm).

367

368 Figure 7. Sketch of the experimental set up.

369 Equation 4 represents the energy balance equation giving the enthalpy change between the beginning 

370 and the end (t∞) of the experiment. Four main contributions are considered: energy balance to the air 

371 flow (ΔHa), heat losses (L), and the thermal energy variations corresponding to the PCM packed bed 

372 (ΔHPCM) and to the tube (ΔHt). In this energy balance equation, thermal gains and losses due to the 

373 axial conduction heat transfer through the tube at the inlet and outlet sections and the time variation 

374 of the air flow thermal energy are neglected.

375  𝑚𝑃𝐶𝑀·∆h𝑃𝐶𝑀 = ∫𝑡∞
𝑡 = 0(𝑇𝑎,𝑖 - 𝑇𝑎,𝑜)·𝑚𝑎·𝑐𝑝,𝑎·𝑑𝑡 - ∫𝐿𝑏

𝑥 = 0( �𝑇𝑡|
𝑡∞

- 𝑇∞)·
𝑚𝑡

𝐿𝑏
·𝑐𝑝,𝑡·𝑑𝑥 -

376        (4)‒ ∫𝑡∞
𝑡 = 0(𝑇∞ - 𝑇𝑡)·h𝑟 - 𝑐·𝐴𝑡·𝑑𝑡 = ∆𝐻𝑎 - ∆𝐻𝑡 - 𝐿

377 The equivalent radiative and convective thermal coefficient (hr-c) is obtained from the final stationary 

378 situation (Eq. 5). Its radiative and convective components have been corrected at each time step of 

379 the experiment from the value calculated at the stationary situation. For this purpose, radiation heat 

380 exchange has been modelled considering the tube as small object with a grey surface (εt=0.9) enclosed 

381 in a small cavity [48] (Eq. 6). On the other hand, free convection coefficient has been represented by 



382 an expression of the form Nu=C·Ran. If the variation of air thermophysical properties during the 

383 thermal test is neglected, the free convection heat transfer coefficient can be approximated by the 

384 following expression ( ) (Eq. 6). According to the correlation of Churchill and Chu ℎ𝑐 ≈ 𝐶'·(𝑇𝑡 ‒ 𝑇∞)𝑛

385 [49], an exponent of 0.33 for the Raleigh number has been used.

386     (5)�ℎ𝑐 ‒ 𝑟|
𝑡∞

=
𝑚𝑎·𝑐𝑝,𝑎

𝐴𝑇
·
�(𝑇𝑎,𝑖 - 𝑇𝑎,𝑜)|

𝑡∞

( �𝑇𝑡|
𝑡∞

- 𝑇∞)

387      (6)�ℎ𝑐 ‒ 𝑟|
𝑡∞

= 𝜀𝑡·𝜎·( �𝑇𝑡|
𝑡∞

2 + 𝑇∞
2)·( �𝑇𝑡|

𝑡∞
+ 𝑇∞) + 𝐶'·( �𝑇𝑡|

𝑡∞
+ 𝑇∞)0.33

388 5.1 Uncertainty propagation analysis

389 The uncertainty propagation of the measurements through the energy balance equation (Eq. 4) has 

390 been taken into account in order to select the most favourable conditions (air inlet temperature, length 

391 of the packed bed and air volumetric flow rate) in which to carry out these experiments. Equation 7 

392 represents this uncertainty propagation law [37] including the uncertainty of each term contributing 

393 to the energy balance equation. The accuracy of the method depends on the relation between the 

394 contributions to the energy balance equation. Due to the uncertainty propagation law, one important 

395 effect on the overall error is the amplification effect of the factor ΔHa/ΔHPCM. Considering this fact, 

396 it is more advisable to work at low values of this relation (lower heat losses and thermal inertia of the 

397 tube) than to have a very accurate measurement of these secondary terms.

398  
𝛿(∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀)

∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀
= ( ∆𝐻𝑎

∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀
)2

·(𝛿(∆𝐻𝑎)
∆𝐻𝑎 )2

+ ( ∆𝐻𝑡

∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀
)2

·(𝛿(∆𝐻𝑡)
∆𝐻𝑡 )2

+ ( 𝐿
∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀

)2
·(𝛿(𝐿)

𝐿 )2
=

399       (7)= (1 +
∆𝐻𝑡

∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀
+

𝐿
∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀

)2
·(𝛿(∆𝐻𝑎)

∆𝐻𝑎 )2
+ ( ∆𝐻𝑡

∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀
)2

·(𝛿(∆𝐻𝑡)
∆𝐻𝑡 )2

+ ( 𝐿
∆𝐻𝑃𝐶𝑀

)2
·(𝛿(𝐿)

𝐿 )2

400 The influence of the controllable experimental conditions (air inlet temperature, length of the packed 

401 bed and volumetric air flow) in this uncertainty propagation is not simple a priori, and some opposing 



402 effects can be expected. For example, if a high air inlet temperature is selected, although the relative 

403 error in the energy balance estimation to the air flow (ΔHa) decreases (lower ratio δT/ΔTa,i-o), heat 

404 losses and energy variation of the glass tube ratios (ΔHt/ΔHPCM, L/ΔHa) are expected to increase, thus 

405 amplifying this error. Consequently, a preliminary numerical analysis has been made in order to 

406 obtain a prediction of these contributions to the energy balance equation at different testing 

407 conditions. In this way, an estimation of the resulting measurement uncertainty interval in a variety 

408 of situations can be calculated. In section 5.1.1 the numerical model is briefly described, whereas the 

409 parametric analysis that has been carried out with the purpose of determining a range of favourable 

410 testing conditions is presented in section 5.1.2.

411 Table 3 gathers the information about the sensors used in the experimental setup and their associated 

412 uncertainty. The uncertainty of each contribution to the energy balance equation (Eq. 4) has been 

413 calculated using the uncertainty propagation law with equations 8, 9 and 10. Their values will be 

414 shown in section 5.4.

415  ;                (8-9)
𝛿𝐸𝐵𝑎

𝐸𝐵𝑎
= (𝛿𝑚𝑎

𝑚𝑎
)2

+ (𝛿(∆𝑇𝑎)
∆𝑇𝑎

)2 𝛿𝐻𝑡

𝐻𝑡
= (𝛿𝑐𝑡

𝑐𝑝,𝑡
)2

+ (𝛿(∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟,∞)
�∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟,∞|

𝑡∞
)2

416     (10)
𝛿𝐿
𝐿 = (𝛿h𝑐 - 𝑟

h𝑐 - 𝑟
)2

+ (𝛿(∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟,∞)
∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟,∞

)2

= (𝛿𝑚𝑎

𝑚𝑎
)2

+ (𝛿(∆𝑇𝑎)
�∆𝑇𝑎|

𝑡∞
)2

+ (𝛿(∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟,∞)
∆𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟,∞

)2

Magnitude Sensor Uncertainty

Air temperature Thermocouple type T ±0.5°C

Surface temperature Thermocouple type T ±0.5°C

Volumetric flow rate Flow controller ±0.6%

417 Table 3. Uncertainty of the magnitudes measured.

418 5.1.1 Numerical model



419 The numerical model which has been developed in order to simulate the heat transfer inside the PCM 

420 packed bed is briefly described in this section. The model is based on the following assumptions: 

421 uniform temperature inside the PCM granules; uniform temperature across the packed bed section 

422 and uniform air flow; heat transfer between the granules and the inside surface of the tube is neglected; 

423 time variation of the thermal energy of the air is not considered; and, finally, the tube containing the 

424 packed bed is considered as a lumped heat capacity system in radial direction where axial heat 

425 conduction inside the tube has been neglected. According to these simplifications, the problem can 

426 be represented  by the following equations (eq. 11-12), corresponding, respectively, to the energy 

427 balance –formulated in its differential form– of the air stream (eq. 11), packed bed particles (eq. 12) 

428 and the wall of the tube (eq. 13).

429     (11)𝑚𝑎·𝑐𝑝,𝑎·
∂𝑇𝑎

∂𝑥 =
𝜋·𝐷2

𝑏

4 ·𝑎
𝑏
·h𝑐,𝑏·(𝑇𝑏 - 𝑇𝑎) + 𝜋·𝐷𝑏·h𝑐,𝑏·(𝑇𝑡 - 𝑇𝑎)

430     (12)6·h𝑐,𝑏·(𝑇𝑎 - 𝑇𝑏) = 𝐷𝑝·𝜌𝑝·
∂h𝑃𝐶𝑀

∂𝑡

431     (13)(𝐷𝑏 + 𝑒)·h𝑟 - 𝑐·(𝑇∞ - 𝑇𝑡) + 𝐷𝑏·h𝑐,𝑏·(𝑇𝑎 - 𝑇𝑡) =
(𝐷𝑏 + 𝑒)2

- 𝐷2
𝑏

4 ·
𝑚𝑡

𝐿𝑏
·𝑐𝑡·

∂𝑇𝑡

∂𝑡

432 It should be noted that the main assumptions of the model (one-dimensional analysis, uniform 

433 temperature inside PCM granules) are identical to those adopted by Rady [2, 3], Izquierdo-Barrientos 

434 [50] and Izquierdo-Barrientos et al. [51]. The prediction of these models has been demonstrated to be 

435 accurate enough for the purpose of this work. For the external convective component of the equivalent 

436 heat transfer coefficient (hr-c), the correlation from Churchill and Chu [49] has been used, whereas  

437 that formulated by Wakao [52] has been utilized for calculating the heat exchange coefficient inside 

438 the packed bed (hc,b). 

439 An enthalpy method has been used in order to handle the phase change. A fully implicit method has 

440 been utilized for time discretization and a central difference scheme has been chosen for the spatial 



441 discretization since, due to the high contact surface, the Peclet number associated to the numerical 

442 scheme is 0.6 [53].

443 5.1.2 Determination of temperature levels and lengths for the packed bed

444 The previously described numerical model has been used to evaluate the influence of the experimental 

445 conditions on the uncertainty propagation of sensor errors during the measurement of the enthalpy 

446 variation of the PCM packed bed. The effect of the length of the tube (Lb [mm]), the air inlet 

447 temperature (Ta,i [°C]) and the air flow (q [l/min]) has been analyzed. The objective is to determine 

448 an acceptable range for these conditions where an uncertainty of ±5% is ensured. 

449 In figure 8, the influence of the previously mentioned experimental conditions on the uncertainty of 

450 the results is plotted (δhPCM/ΔhPCM [%]). Looking at the effect of the inlet temperature (fig. 8 (a)), it 

451 can be seen that the error decreases when the air inlet temperature rises in the temperature range 

452 analyzed. In this case, the most important effect on the uncertainty propagation through the energy 

453 balance equation is the temperature difference between the air inlet and outlet. Additionally, the 

454 influence of the air volumetric flow rate is negligible for this combination of uncertainties of the 

455 measured variables. According to these results, the inlet temperature should be selected above 50°C. 

456 Concerning the packed bed length (fig. 8 (c, d)), the main influence on the overall uncertainty is the 

457 increase in the ratio between heat losses and the enthalpy variation of the PCM (L/ΔHPCM). According 

458 to this, packed bed lengths from 40 to 100 mm can be chosen, since they produce an acceptable error 

459 in the solution (±5%, fig. 8 (c)) and a reasonable duration for the experiment (5 to 15min, fig. 8 (d)).



460

461 Figure 8. Influence of the experimental conditions (air inlet temperature (a), air volumetric flow 

462 rate (b) and packed bed length (c,d)) on the uncertainty propagation of the results and the duration 

463 of the experiment.

464 5.2 Results

465 Figure 9 shows an example of the temperature evolution of the air and the packed bed container 

466 during the test. Table 4 gathers the results from the measurements of GR31. The calculated 

467 uncertainty associated with each thermal energy variation is also presented. A good repeatability, less 

468 than 5%, has been observed in these experiments.



469

470 Figure 9.  Temperature evolution and thermal energy contributions to the overall energy balance 

471 (GR31-T3).

mPCM 
[g]

ΔhPCM 
[kJ/kg]

ΔTPCM [°C] Ta,i
[°C]

 �𝑇𝑎 ‒ 𝑜|
𝑡∞

[°C]

T∞ 
[°C]

 𝑉
[l/min]

 �ℎ𝑐 ‒ 𝑟|
𝑡∞

[W/(m2·K)]
T1 27.65 70.9±3.3 [24.8-46.7] 57.3 41.1 25.5 7.2 14±1

T2 27.63 71.5±3.5 [24.4-48.5] 55.3 40.0 24.5 7.3 13±1

T3 27.65 71.7±3.5 [24.8-49.1] 57.5 43.5 24.7 8 12±1

Repeatability ΔhPCM (σGR31=1.2kJ/kg)

472 Table 4. Results of the experimental tests (GR31).

473 It should be noted that the measurement model used in this method is based on a simpler hypothesis 

474 than that of the T-history method. Whereas in the energy balance methodology the main contribution 

475 to the energy variation of the PCM packed bed can be quantified from the thermal energy transferred 

476 to the air stream, in the T-history method a uniform temperature inside the samples and an identical 

477 equivalent heat transfer coefficient at the surface of both samples (reference and PCM) have to be 

478 assumed.

479 Nevertheless, this complementary method is not able to evaluate the enthalpy-temperature curve since 

480 the temperature of the packed bed is not uniform during the experiment. Additionally, as discussed 

481 in the previous section, the accuracy depends heavily on the experimental conditions. The most 

482 relevant variable in the resulting accuracy is the inlet temperature. This effect leads to a lower limit 



483 for the temperature interval in which the enthalpy variation can be measured with acceptable 

484 accuracy.

485 6. Discussion

486 The results obtained from the application of the different experimental methodologies can be 

487 compared in table 5 and figure 10. As can be seen, there is a good agreement between the measured 

488 enthalpy variation values. The DSC results obtained with crushed samples are included within the 

489 estimated uncertainty range of the T-history and energy balance experimental methods.

Method cs [g] cl [kJ/kg]  [°C]𝑇𝑚
ΔhPCM [kJ/kg]
(25-35°C)

ΔhPCM [kJ/kg]
(24.8-49°C)

DSC
granule

1.8±0.3 1.4±0.2 29.4±0.3 64±18 80±21

DSC 
crushed 1.60±0.05 1.4±0.1 29.9±0.3 54±2 74±5

T-history 
crushed 1.6±0.4 1.3±0.4 29.0±0.5 52±3 71±4

E. B. set up
granule

- - - - 73±4

490 Table 5. Comparison of the results obtained with the different experimental methodologies.

491

492 Figure 10. Comparison of the results obtained with the different experimental methodologies.



493 On the other hand, there is an appreciable difference between the phase change temperature of the 

494 DSC and T-history measurements (0.9°C). This is not only due to a slight hysteresis phenomenon of 

495 the material, but also to a deviation in T-history associated with the thermal gradient inside the PCM 

496 sample. According to Mazo et al. [24], the theoretically expected deviation in the measurement of 

497 phase change temperature can be bounded by linear functions which are proportional to the Biot 

498 number and the temperature difference between the ambient and phase change temperatures (Eq. 14).

499        (14)0.44·𝐵𝑖𝑃𝐶𝑀·|𝑇∞ - 𝑇𝑚| ≤ |𝛿𝑇𝑚| ≤ 0.70·𝐵𝑖𝑃𝐶𝑀·|𝑇∞ - 𝑇𝑚|

500 The Biot number is conditioned by the experimental configuration and cannot be modified. 

501 Furthermore, in the case of crushed samples, it is difficult to estimate the equivalent conductivity and 

502 consequently the Biot number. Therefore, if a higher accuracy of the phase change temperature 

503 measurement is required, an expansion of the experimental methodology should be developed in 

504 order to reduce the effect of this phenomenon. This procedure would involve carrying out thermal 

505 tests at reduced ambient temperature differences ( ) in order to reduce the deviation in the 𝑇∞ - 𝑇𝑚

506 phase change temperature measurements associated to the thermal gradients inside the sample. On 

507 the other hand, it has to be taken into account that the reduction of this temperature interval ( ) 𝑇∞ - 𝑇𝑚

508 increases the uncertainty of the phase change enthalpy measurement, according to the results of Zhang 

509 et al. [23] and Mazo [41].

510 7. Conclusions

511 This work has analyzed some problematic issues associated with the determination of the enthalpy-

512 temperature curves of GPCC by comparing different experimental methodologies. The principal 

513 characteristics of these procedures are summarized in the following table (table 6).

514

515



Sample form
Methodology h-T 

curve
Sample 
mass [g] Granules Crushed 

granules

Advantages Disadvantages

h-T curve is obtained 

If the granule is measured 
without being crushed, an 
appropriate sampling must 
be done. This will lead to a 
long experiment to get 
representative results.DSC Yes 0.02 Yes Yes

Crushed samples can be 
measured to reduce the 
dispersion of the results

The crushed sample 
preparation can modify 
phase change temperature

Bigger sample sizes, 
which means a more 
representative sample.

Sample must be crushed and 
compacted to avoid 
temperature gradients inside 
the sample.

T-history Yes 8-25 No Yes
It is difficult to estimate the 
equivalent conductivity and 
consequently the Biot 
number of crushed samples

Sample 
representativeness

h-T curve cannot be 
measured. Only the enthalpy 
variation in a temperature 
interval.

E.B. setup No 30 Yes No The model from which 
the energy variation of 
PCM is measured is 
based on a simpler 
hypothesis than the DSC 
and T-history methods.

Experimental conditions, 
especially temperature 
levels, have a high influence 
on the accuracy of 
measurements. Thus, the 
quality of the measurement 
limits the temperature 
interval

516 Table 6. Main characteristics of experimental methodologies for evaluating enthalpy variations in 

517 granular PCM composites.

518 First of all, the evaluation of the energy balance in the heat exchange between an air stream and a 

519 granular PCM packed bed provides a measurement of the enthalpy variation of this composite 

520 material. With a suitable design, considerably accurate measurements of the enthalpy variation of 

521 representative samples of granular PCM can be obtained. In this case, a repeatable measurement has 

522 been obtained that can be used in the comparison with other experimental methodologies.



523 The results of the DSC analysis have shown a significant deviation in the measurement of the phase 

524 change enthalpy variation of three granule samples (σΔh/Δh≈11%). Since these differences can be 

525 attributed to the heterogeneity of the composite material, a specific methodology should be developed 

526 in order to improve the accuracy of this measurement. Additionally, the equilibrium condition 

527 proposed by Lázaro et al. [35] should be verified in each granular PCM composite sample. Therefore, 

528 this methodology is very time-consuming.

529 On the other hand, when crushed samples are used the dispersion in phase change enthalpy 

530 measurements is considerably reduced (σΔh/Δh≈2%). Furthermore, these values are consistent with 

531 those obtained with the T-history methodology and the energy balance experimental set up. 

532 Nevertheless, a slight difference in melting temperature (0.5°C) between the granule sample and the 

533 crushed sample was detected. This deviation can be explained in terms of a change of the PCM 

534 confinement in the porous material related to the preparation of the crushed sample. Therefore, in a 

535 general case, if this sample preparation technique is used, it is recommendable to verify if the resulting 

536 modifications of the phase change process are acceptable for a specific application. 

537 Compared to the DSC results, the T-history tests provided a reasonable approximation of the 

538 enthalpy-temperature curve. Nevertheless, when the temperature is measured at the surface of the 

539 sample, the hysteresis phenomenon is expected to be overestimated [24]. Therefore, it would be of 

540 interest to develop a procedure in order to adapt the temperature interval of the T-history test to the 

541 required accuracy in phase change temperature measurements.
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